
New Financing Option Available to Students at the  
Denver Health School of Medical Laboratory Science 

 
Students enrolled in the Denver Health School of Medical Laboratory Science who need tuition 
or financial assistance will now have access to an innovative new financing option to pay for their 
courses, thanks to our partnership with the Meritize platform. 
 
The new financing option will help MLS students finance their careers in Medical Laboratory 
Science. 
 
Unlike traditional lenders that rely solely on FICO scores, and other financial records to 
determine whether to lend to an individual, the Meritize platform considers the full depth of an 
individual’s academic or military achievements to enhance credit evaluation and potentially 
improve loan options.  
 
Because the new financing option considers previous academic or military experiences, merit-
based financing may provide a significant source of financial and credit assistance for students 
who are self-financing their education to become a Medical Laboratory Scientist. 
 
Contact Joan Polancic at joan.polancic@dhha.org for more information about this financing 
option.  
 

*The Denver Health School of Medical Laboratory Science does not endorse a particular lender, nor is it affiliated with Meritize 

Financial, Inc. ("Meritize") or the Meritize Platform. 

Meritize Lending, LLC, NMLS ID 1661035 (NMLS Consumer Access https://www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org/) 
Meritize Financial, Inc. NMLS ID 1986399 (NMLS Consumer Access https://www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org/) 

Terms and Conditions apply. Meritize branded loan products are educational loans issued by Meritize Lending, LLC**. Meritize 
reserves the right to modify or discontinue products and benefits at any time without notice. To qualify, a borrower must be a 
U.S. citizen, permanent resident or hold an Employment Authorization Document and meet Meritize’s underwriting 
requirements. If approved for a loan the actual loan amount, term, payment, and APR amount of loan that a customer qualifies 
for may vary based on credit determination, state law and other factors. Meritize does not warrant or guarantee any claims 
made herein, including, but not limited to, gaining admission to a program, concerning the quality or financial strength of any 
educational institution, securing funding or obtaining employment. Our final loan offer may differ as a result of the school chosen 
and the associated cost of tuition. Not all schools are eligible for funding. Meritize does not offer educational loans in the 
following states: IN, ME, NV, SD, VT, WI, PR. All rights reserved. 
**For residents of SC, loan is made by Meritize Financial, Inc. 
*Variable rates are subject to change. 
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